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Abstract 

In paper we formally relate the notions of fairness and conflicts in live, 
bounded, and strongly connected Petri nets (PNS). The p~ model of a 
reso'Jrce-sharing concurrent system (RSCS) is conflict free when the firing 
of an enabled transition does not disable another transition in the net. 
Conflicts in the PN represent unresolved resource allocation conditions. 
The f" is fair when the firing Of any transition more than a given number 
of times is a Sufficient condition for all the transitions in the net to have 
fired. When the PN is fair, no processes in the system can be starved; that 
is. resOUrCeS are allocated SO that all tokens progress through the net, 
Although these concepts are not equivalent, we show they are strongly 
related to each other when the PN model is live, bounded and strongly 
connected. A computational method for finding conflicts is presented, and 
the concepts are illustrated with an example of buffer allocation in a sorting 
algorithm. 

1 introduction 
The increasing complexity of large-scale asynchronous concurrent 

systems calls for a comprehensive modeling framework that can represent 
the critical issues in the analysis and synthesis of such systems. Petri 
nets(PNs) are attractive for the modeling of resource sharing concurrent 
systems (RSCS) because, they provide an intuitive representation of the 
system state transition logic, and qualitative PN properties such as 
liveness and safeness correspond to desirable system features such as 
consistency and absence of deadlocks. In particular, PNs can be used to 
analyze fairness [I] and conflicts [2] in an RSCS. This paper deals with the 
relationship between these two properties for a specific class of RSCS 
models. 

Typically, the presence of a conflict between several processes for a 
shared resource in an RSCS requires a scheduling policy to resolve the 
conflict. It is often desirable that such policies are not partial to one of the 
conflicting processes, i.e. the scheduling policy should be fair. Thus, 
detection of conflicts in a RSCS and the verification of fairness in a 
scheduling policy are important in the analysis of such systems. 

Murata and Wu [l] provide a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the fairness of a PN model. Krogh and Sreenivas [2] provide a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the absence of conflicts in a class of PN 
models. The two concepts are not equivalent, but they are strongly related. 
In this paper we bring out the relationship between the concepts of 
fairness and absence of conflicts in a live and safe PN model. 

The following section introduces definitions and notation. Section 3 
concerns the presence of conflicts in a PN model and provides a tractable 
algorithm to identify conflicts in a class of PN models. Section 4 deals with 
fairness of PN models. The relationship between the concept of fairness 
and conflict freeness in a PN model in dealt with in section 5. Section 6 
contains examples illustrating the concepts introduced in this paper. 
2 Definitions and Notation 

In this section we define the notation and terminology used in this 
paper. The set of non-negative integers will be represented by the symbol 
N, and the set of positive integers by the symbol N+. The symbol card(.) 
represents the cardinality of the set argument. If y is an integer valued 
vector whose coordinates are indexed by the elements of a set A, then the 
symbol 11 y I( is used to represent those elements of A for which the vector 
y has a non-zero value. The conventions used in vector inequalities are as 
follows: if y and z are two vectors of the same dimension, y>z means all 
components of y are greater than the corresponding component in 2; y2Z 
implies all components of y are greater than or equal to the corresponding 
components of z. 

A Petri net (PN) N = (n, T, 0, mo) is defined as an ordered 
quadruple, where, II = (pl, . . . , pn] is a set of n places, T = (tl, . . . , tm] 
is a set of m transitions, 0 c_ (n x T) U (T x n) is a set of arcs, and In0: II 
+ N is the initial marking. The state of a PN is given by the marking m:n 
+ N, which indicates the distribution of tokens in the places. A marking m 
of a PN can also be considered as an integer-valued column vector 
indicating the number of tokens in each place, that is, m = (ml, m2, . . . , 
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mn)' where m- > 0 is the number of tokens in place pi. The context in 
which the mardn; m is used indicates the appropriate interpretation of the 
term. In a graphical representation of PNs. transitions are represented by 
vertical bars, Dlaces by circles, and tokens by dots that reside in the 
places. A PN N = (n, T, CD, mo) is strong& connected if CD' = (n U T) x (II 
U T), where 0. is the reflexive, transitive closure of 0. We use the 
following notation from Hack (31: for x E nuT X* := (y I (x,y) E 0} and *x 

Also, for P E n, we define the indicator vector i(P) as an n- 
dimensional row vector with components, 

0 otherwise 

:= (Y I (YJ) E 0). 

ij(p) = { 1 if ~j E P 

Given a marking m, a transition t E T is said to be enabled when the 
token load of each of its input places is at least one, that is, when m(p) 2 
1, V p E '1. For a given marking m the set of enabled transitions will be 
denoted by T,(m). 

Given a PN N with a marking m, a set of transitions T, E T,(m) of 
enabled transitions is said to be firable provided, 

m(p) 2 card(p' n T,) V p E *T,. (1 1 
If inequality (1) is satisfied and the transitions in T, fire simultaneously at 
some subsequent instant in time, the PN marking is updated from m to m' 
defined for each p E l7 by 

m'(p) = m(p) - card(p' n T,) + card('p n T,). (2) 
If under a marking m a single transition ti E T,(m) fires, the marking 

m is updated to marking m' according to 

where ei is the i-th unit vector, and C is called the incidence matrix. Where 
the components Cii of the n x m incidence matrix are defined by: 

m' = m + Ce' (3) 

-1 if (pi,ti) E 0 
Cii = { 1 if (t?pi) E 0 

0 otherwise 

If under the marking m a set of transitions T, 
the resulting marking m' is given by the state transition equation, 

where x is the vector obtained by adding the unit vectors corresponding to 
the transitions in T,. 

A string of sets of transitions (T1, T,, . . . , Tk), where Ti c_ T (i = (1, 
2, . . . , k)J is said to be a valid firing sequence starting from the marking 
m E %(m ), if, 

T,(m) fire simultaneously, 

m' = m + Cx (4) 

1. The set of transitions T, is firable under the marking m, and 

2. For i = {l, 2, . . . , k-1) the simultaneous firing of all 
transitions in Ti produces a marking under which the 
transition set Ti+, is firable. 

Given an initial marking m0, the set of reachable markings for mo, 
denoted by %(mo), is defined as the set of markings generated by all valid 
firing sequences starting from marking m0. Given a valid firing sequence o 
= (T1, T,, . . . , Tk), the firing vector x(o) is an m-dimensional integer- 
valued column-vector whose elements indicate the number of times each 
transition has fired in the sequence (T1, T,, . . . , Tk). Hence, a marking m 
is in %(mo) if there is a valid firing sequence o starting from m0 with firing 
vector x(o) such that 

Given a valid firing sequence 6, we use the symbol #(ti, a) to denote the 
number of times transition ti has fired in the firing sequence 6. We use the 
notation m + o + m' if the firing sequence o starting from the marking m 
results in the marking m'. 

A place pi is said to be bounded if m(pj) 5 k (where k E N), V m E 

%(mo). A PN is bounded if all places in the net are bounded. An n- 
dimensional nonzero row-vector y with binary-valued elements is said to 

m = m0 + ~ x ( o ) .  (5) 
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be a binary place invariant @-invariant) if 

A place pi is said to be in the p-invariant y if pi E 11 y 11. If no proper subset 
of the places in a p-invariant y corresponds to another p-invariant for the 
PN, then y is called a properp-invariant. The significance of a p-invariant 
for a given PN is that for any reachable marking m, the product ym = ym , 
where mo is the initial marking. This follows directly from the matrix form 
of the PN state transition equation. Hence, the number of tokens in the set 
of places corresponding to the nonzero elements of a pinvariant y is 
invariant over all reachable markings. An m-dimensional nonzero column- 
vector z is said to be a transition invariant (t-invarianf) if 

A transition tk is said to be in the t-invariant z if 4( E 11 z 11. If no proper 
subset of the transitions in a t-invariant z corresponds to another t- 
invariant, z is called a proper t-invariant. We note that a firing vector 
corresponding to a firing sequence that leads from a marking to itself is a 
t-invariant. If z is a t-invariant (i.e. Cz = 0)  then m' = m + Cz = m. 

A transition ti E T is said to be live, if from every m E %(mo) there 
exists a valid firing sequence a such that m + o + m', such that ti is 
enabled at m'. A PN is live if all its transitions are live. 

yc = 0. (6) 

L? 

c z  = 0. (7) 

3 Conflict in Petri Nets 
In this section we introduce the concept of a conflict in PNs. We 

then state a result on the existence of conflicts in a special class of PNs 
and provide an algorithm that is polynomial in the size of the PN to identify 
conflicts. 

Definltlon 1: If two transitions ti, \ E T, are simultaneously enabled under 
some m E %(mo), and 3 p E n, such that p E ('\ n Yi), then we say that 
the transitions ti and ti are in confkt over the token in p under the marking 
m. 

Definition 2: A PN N = (n, T, (0, mo) is said to be conflict free if B ti, 
ti E T, such that ti and ti are in conflict. 

We now state a result [2] regarding the existence of conflicting 
transitions in PNs that are covered by place-invariants, when the initial 
marking is selected from the class n, where: 

and, Y is the set of proper place-invariants of the PN. 
Theorem 1: 1.21: Given a PN N = (IT,T,@, mo), with the set Y of 

proper p-invariants and mo E R, a transition t' E T is conflict free if and 
only if for every t" E ('t'y (U z t") there exists at least one proper p- 
invariant y E Y such that 

The concept of conflict in PNs is defined as follows, 

R = ( m l y m = l  V y  E Y } ,  

I(Yu Y)yT 2 2 . (8) 
Based on this theorem an algorithm to identify the transitions in 

conflict in a PN N (IT, T, (0, mo), which is covered by the proper place- 
invariants in the set Y is given below. Let Y be the card(") x card@) 
matrix obtained by using the elements of Y as rows, and 1 be a n- 
dimensional row vector of ones. 

For each ti E T, do: 

Foreachti E (Yi)*, do: 

If (i('ti U Yi)YT 5 l), do: 

else continue; 

tabulate ti, \ as trans. in conflict. 

This test procedure requires card(ll) * card(Y) multiplications for 
each indicator vector. Since we have a maximum of card(T) indicator 
vectors, we would require card(ll) * card(Y) * card(T) multiplications to 
test for lack of conflicting transitions for each transition. So. the total 
number of multiplications re uired for testing the conflict freeness of a PN 
N = (E, T, @, mo), where m E R, and the PN N is covered by the set of 
proper place-invariants Y ,  is bounded by card(n) * card(Y) * card(V2. 
Since, card(") s card@), the above test procedure is 0(04), where 0 = 
max(card(n), card(T)), is the size of the PN N. 

1 

4 Fair Petri Nets 
In this section we first state a theorem from Murata and Wu [l]. 

Since our definition of a PN includes the initial marking, the results in their 
paper have to be restated to conform to our definition of a PN. However, 
the proof of the result is the same as the proof of the corresponding result 
in the paper by Murata and Wu. 

Deflnltion 3: Two transitions t, and 1, in a PN N = (IT, T, (0, mo) are said 
The property of fairness is defined as follows: 

to be in a fair relation if there exists a k E N+, such that for any m E %(mo) 
and any valid firing sequence in a from m, #(tl, a) = 0 3 #($, a) 5 k, and 

Definition 4: A PN N = (n, T, (0. mo) is said to be fair if every pair 
of transitions in T is in a fair relation. 

Theorem2: [I]: A bounded PN N= (n, T, (0, mo) is fair i f  and only if 
Cx(o) t 0 implies x(a) > 0 for any valid firing sequence o starting from 
some marking m E %(mo). 

This theorem provides a test for the fairness of a given PN. This 
test would essentially involve the computation of all x(a) such that Cx(o) 5 
0, and then checking if x(o) > 0. Garey and Johnson [4] observe (cf. page 
245) that given a finite set X of pairs 6, b), where X is an m-tuple of 
integers and b is an integer, the question of whether a y  with non-negative 
integer entries exists such that 7% = b for all (7, b) E X is NP-complete, 
also, the question of whether there exists any +? with integer entries such 
that t 0 for all (Y, b) E X is NP-complete. Now, for a given PN N= 
(n, T, @, mo), let X be the set of pairs (C(i), 0) (i = 1, 2, . . . , card(n)), 
where C(i) is the i-th row of the incidence matrix. Then the problem of 
determining the existence of a general t-invariant, and the existence of a 
x(a) such that Cx(a) 2 0 is NP-complete. Also, if the PN N is bounded 
then B x(6) such that Cx(o) > 0. So, if we restricted ourselves to bounded 
PNs, a test for fairness based on the above theorem requires the 
computation of the general t-invariants that are valid firing sequences 
starting from some m E %(mo). Similarly, the test for the existence of 
general p-invariants of a PN can be shown to be NP-complete. If we 
restrict ourselves to binary place and transition invariants the above test 
reduces to a problem that is exponential in the size of the PN. 

We note that the computation procedure defined in the previous 
section that checks for the lack of conflicts in a PN is polynomial in the size 
of the PN, and it requires all the proper p-invariants as one of its inputs. 
Often, PN models are constructed by a process of aggregation of simpler 
PN models; the invariants of the simpler PN models are either trivial, or 
they can be easily computed. There are effective computation procedures 
to compute the invariants of the aggregated PN given the invariants of the 
components [5] [6]. So, if we restrict attention to PNs that can be 
constructed by these procedures, the computation of the place and 
transition invariants are a by-product of the process of PN aggregation. In 
the next section we show that for a specific class of PNs the lack of 
conflicts implies fairness, so effectively the procedure to test for the lack of 
conflicts is sufficient to guarantee fairness. 
5 Relating Fairness and lack of Conflicts 

In this section we relate PN concepts of fairness and the lack of 
conflicts. We state and prove a theorem that observes the fact that for a 
live, bounded, and strongly connected PN the absence of conflicts implies 
fairness. The proof of this theorem depends on the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: If N = (ll, T, (0, mo) is a live and bounded PN that is not 
fair, then for every pair of transitions t,, E T that are not in a fairness 
relation there exists a pair of valid firing sequences a' starting from some 
m' E %(mo), and d' starting from some m" E %(mo), such that CX(O') = 
Cx(o") = 0, #(t,, d) > 0, #($, a") > 0, and #(t,, 6") = #(t,. a') = 0. 

Proof: If N = (ll, T, (0, mo) is not fair, then for any k > 0, where k 
E N, 3 a firing sequence a starting from mo, such that #(t,, a) = k and #(t2, 
a) = 0. Since the PN N is bounded %(mo) is a finite set. Let k = 
card(%(mO)) + 1, and let m0 + a + m'. where m' E %(mo), and is 
reachable from m0 by firing the sequence of transitions in a. Now, let us 
split a into k subsequences ai (i E {I ,  2, . . . , k)), where #(t,, oi) = 1, 
giving the sequence of markings, 

#(t2, a) = 0 a #(t,, a) I k. 

m o + o l + m 1 + a 2 +  . . .  m' 

By the pigeon-hole principle at least one of the states in %(mo) would 
repeat twice in the above sequence. Let us say that m' = mJ repeated 
twice, and let mi + a' + mJ. Then if x(a') is the firing vector of a', we 
have Cx(d) = 0 and furthermore, d is a valid firing sequence in which the 
transition f does not appear at least once. So, we have a transition- 
invariant that contains tl and not t2 and furthermore, this transition- 
invariant is a valid firing sequence. By reversing t, and f we can establish 
the existence of the other transition-invariant with the same property. 4. 

Theorem 3: If a live, bounded and strongly connected PN N = (n, 
T, (0, mo) is conflict free then it is fair. 

Proof: Let N be a PN that is conflict free and let tl, 4 E T be 
transitions that are not in a fair relation. From previous lemma we know 
that there is a valid firing sequence a that contains t, and not t,, such that 
its firing vector x(a) is a transition-invariant. Also, we can repeat the firing 
sequence Q an arbitrary number of times. 

We claim that there exists a transition ti E T, along SOW path that 
connects t l  and 5 that is in conflict with some ti E yti)*, we  establish this 
claim by contradiction, 
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Since the PN is assumed to be strongly connected there exists at 
least one path that connects transitions 1, and t2 Now, let us say that all 
the transitions along these paths are conflict free. Consider the situation 
when the firing sequence a is fired repeatedly. So, the transition t, fires an 
arbitrary number of times, while the transition t2 does not fire at all. This 
would necessarily imply that one of the places in the collection of paths 
from t, to t2 is unbounded. But this is a contradiction as the PN is assumed 
to be bounded. 4. 

Hence, for bounded, live and strongly connected PNs a positive 
result in the test for the lack of conflicts is sufficient to establish fairness. 
The contrapositive assertion of the above theorem would imply that i f  a 
bounded, live and strongly connected PN is not fair then it has conflicting 
transitions. The converse of the above theorem is not necessarily true. 
The PN N = (E, T, CD, mo) shown in figure 1 is a fair PN that has conflicting 
transitions. For any pair of transitions ti, ti E T, and any valid firing 
sequence a of N, we have the fact that #($ a) = 0 = #(tp a) I 3. But the 
transitions t, and t, are not conflict free. Also, the strong connectedness 
of the PN is important. Consider the PN shown in figure 2. This PN is 
conflict free, but transitions t, and S do not belong to a fair relation. The 
reason why the proof of theorem 3 would fail here is the fact that t, and S 
are not connected. Consider the conflict free PN shown in figure 3. The 
transition pair t, and f do not belong to a fair relation. In this case the PN 
is just connected, but it is not strongly connected, also the PN shown in 
the figure is not live. 

In the next section we look at two examples that use the procedure 
outlined above. 

1, 

6 Examples 
As an example, we consider task assignment in a distributed sorting 

scheme. Consider a simple sorting task that involves the sorting of two 
strings of a fixed length, and then merging the two sorted strings in a 
specific order to obtain the final sorted string, which is then used in some 
computation task. After the completion of the final computation, the 
abovementioned set of processes are repeated with another pair of 
strings. 

The two unsorted strings wait in two buffers: A-unsort and B-unsort. 
Let us consider the preliminaty sorting of the string in A-unsort. A 
processor reads the string in A-unsort and then clears the A-unsort buffer. 
After successful sorting this string is placed in a buffer called A-sort. 
Similarly, the string in B-unsort is read by a processor, which then clears 
the B-unsort buffer. The sorted string is then placed in a buffer called 
B-sort. During either of these sorting operations no new string is 
permitted to be written in A-unsort or B-unsort. For the final computation, 
a processor takes the two strings in A-sort and B-sort and clears the two 
buffers and prevents any new string from being written in either A-unsort, 
B-unsort, A-sort, or B-sort. Upon successful completion of the 
computation the processor then permits the writing of two new strings in 
A-unsort and B-unsort. 

In other words, once a pair of strings are written into the buffers 
A-unsort and B-unsort, no new string is permitted to be written to these 
buffers until the sorted version of these strings are successfully used in the 
final computation. Let us also assume that the strings to be sorted arrive in 
a closed queue fashion, i.e. once a pair of strings are used up in the final 
computation there is always a new pair of strings available for sorting and 
subsequent computation. 

To achieve this scheme we shall first consider a scheme that 
involves only two processors: processor 1 (PRl), and processor 2 (PR2), 
each of which can perform all three tasks. The conditions under which any 
one of the processors can execute a specific operation is stated verbally 
below (see figure 4): 

sort string in A-unsort and place sorted string in A-sort, or 

sort string in B-unsort and place sorted string in B-sort, or 

take the strings in A-sort and B-sort (if there are any) and do 

The above scheme is intentionally ambiguous, as we would like to use the 
procedure outlined in the previous section to identify conflicts in a PN 
model for the scheme. 

The PN for the above scheme is constructed by using the procedure 
outlined in Sreenivas's dissertation [SI and is shown in figure 5. This PN 
has 12 places. The place numbers together with a description of the state 
that they represent is given below: 

a computation. 

p, : Processor 1 (PR1) is free, 

p2 : Processor 1 (PR1) is sorting the string in A-unsort, 

pB : Processor 1 (PR1) is sorting the string in B-unsort, 

(.ti). transitions in conflict with 4 

I none 

I none 

Table 1: Confllctlng Transitions 

It is not hard to see that the PN shown in figure 5 is not fair. The 
transition pair t, and t3 are in conflict over the token in the place p,. So, 
every time the place p1 gets a token and both the transitions t, and are 
enabled, a decision has to be made regarding which of the two conflicting 
transitions gets the token in p,. Typically this decision is made by some 
higher-level scheduler. Irrespective of the scheduling policy sometimes it is 
possible to enforce fairness (or remove starvation of processes) in the PN 
model by the use of a particular PN structure. 

Figure 6 shows two transitions tl and t2 in the PN in conflict over the 
token in p,. This PN is also not fair as transition t, cwM fire an unlimited 
number of times without the transition f firing even once, and vice versa. 
Now we can enforce fairness in this net by using a construct as shown in 
figure 7, we call this construct a semaphore. Now if we merge the WO nets 
along the same transition labels, we get the PN shown in figure 8, this PN 
is live, bounded, strongly connected, and conflict free and is therefore fair 
(Theorem 3). 

In general, it can be shown that for the PN shown in figure 8, for any 
valid firing sequence a, #(t,, a) = 0 a #(%, a) I k, and #(%. a) = 0 #(t,. 
a) L k, where k = m(p2) + m(p3). And, for the case when k > 1, the 
resulting PN is not conflict free. 
7 Conclusions 

In this paper we showed that a strongly connected, live, bounded 
and conflict free PN is fair, thus establishing the relationship between 
fairness and conflicts in a speciaf class of PNs. These two properties are 
not related in the general case. Given a PN that models a RSCS together 
with its scheduling policy, it is often necessary to check if the resulting 
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scheme is fair. If we restrict ourselves to the class of strongly connected, 
live, and bounded PNs, the above test essentially reduces to a test for the 
lack of conflicts in the PN model. 

Murata and Wu 111 describe a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a PN to be fair. A test for fairness of a general PN would essentially 
require the computation of all the proper transition invariants of the net. 
This can be computationally burdensome. Krogh and Sreenivas 
[2] describe a necessary and sufficient condition for a specific class of 

PNs to be conflict free, and for this class of PNs they provide a 
computationally tractable algorithm to verify the lack of conflicts in the PN. 
So, if we restrict ourselves to this class of PNs, the computation scheme 
for verifying the lack of conflicts is sufficient for verifying fairness. This 
procedure was illustrated with an example. Figure 3: Another PN that is conflict free and non-fair 
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P 4 .  0 . P5 

Figure 1: A counter example for the converse of Theorem 3 

Figure 2: A PN that is conflict free and non-fair 

Sort string in B-unsort 
and place sorted string 
in B-sort. 

Sort string in A-unsort 
and place sorted string 

l in  A-sort. , I I , 1 
Take the strings in 
A-sort and B-sort and 

Figure 4: Precedence relationships amongst the tasks 

Figure 6: A PN example 

P2 @ 
Figure 7: A semaphore PN 

p2 P3 

Flgure 8: Resulting merged PN 

Flgure 5: A PN model for the proposed scheme 
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